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QUESTIONS

Q1. How do the seman&c 
proper&es of the predicate and 
the context contribute to: 
 a) the final interpreta(on  
 b) the online processing 
     of VP-conjunc(on? 

The non-exceptional status of non-intersective construals of VP-conjunction
Point Whether the meaning of English and and analogous expressions in other languages
is underlyinging intersective or non-intersective is a matter of debate. One crucial empirical
issue is whether non-intersective construals of VP-conjunction are exceptional, i.e. limited
to certain configurations. If so, this represents a problem for non-intersective analyses. We
tested experimentally if these construals are indeed limited in this way. The main result is
that they aren’t; this removes one empirical obstacle for non-intersective analyses.
Background In analyses that take the meaning of and to be intersective ( ‘IA’, cf. [7],
[1] for recent proposals), P and Q denotes the set of all individuals that are both P and
Q; in analyses where it is non-intersective (‘NIA’, [3], [2], [6] a.o.), it denotes the set of all
individuals consisting exclusively of P-parts and Q-parts (see (1a)). IA thus predict (1b)
(where P ,Q are distributive) to be true i↵ each boy is both P and Q; NIA predict it to be
true i↵ some of the boys are P, some are Q and each boy is P or Q.
(1) a. P and Q IA: {x :P(x)^Q(x)} NIA: {x : 9y, z[y � z = x^P(y)^Q(z)}

b. The six boys are dancingP and smokingQ.
The set of verifying scenarios for (1b) predicted by NIA (V(NIA)) properly includes that
predicted by IA (V(IA)). We say that a conjunction P and Q in a sentence S has a intersective
construal (IC) if S is true in scenarios in (V(NIA) \ (V(IA)) and a non-intersective construal
(NIC) if S is true in (V(NIA) \ (V(IA)). I.e. if (1d) is true in (2a), it has an IC, if it is true
in (2b), it has an NIC, if it is true in both, it has an IC and a NIC.
(2) a. 6 boys P, 6 boys Q, 6 boys in total IC, compatible with IA and NIA

b. 3 boys P, 3 boys Q, all 6 P or Q NIC, compatible only with NIA
Question The literature ([7], [8], [5] a.o.) consistently claims that NIC for VP-conjunction
are limited to certain semantic configurations. [8] claims that NIC are only found if P and
Q are disjoint. [5] (based on experimental data) argues that availability of NIC increases
if the degree decreases to which it is typical for P and Q to hold of an (atomic) individual
simultaneously. [6] submits that NIC are more easily accessible with in contexts where P
and Q is followed by but not R. None of this is straightforwardly predicted by the NIA.
Goal of the experiment The experiment was designed to answer the following questions:
(i) Can both children and adults generally access the IC and NIC of VP-conjunctions in
configurations where a) P, Q are disjoint and b) P,Q are non-disjoint? (ii) Do we find an
e↵ect of whether P, Q are disjoint/non-disjoint on the availability of NIC? (iii) Do subjects
exhibit a preference for IC or NIC- scenarios? (iv) Do subjects exhibit a preference for
scenarios where P, Q overlap in some individuals to scenarios where they don’t, or v.v.? (v)
Does a sentence continuation as but not R have any e↵ect on their choices?
Design The experiment was conducted in German with native speakers, 6- to 10-year-
old children (mean =7.8 years) and adults. Children were included because exceptional
construals should be less available for them. We employed the Semantic Choice Task,[4]. It
involves a picture selection task: Two scenarios are presented simultaneously on the screen;
subjects must choose one or reject both, while listening to a sentence. Each scenario presents
six characters performing an action. (3) exemplifies an item with non-disjoint predicates, (4)
one with disjoint predicates. The material in brackets was included in half of the conditions.
Conditions where a scenario that makes the sentence true w.r.t. one construal (‘TIC/NIC

-scenario’) is set against one that makes it false w.r.t. both construals (‘F -scenario’) allow
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N-D.I. only found in disjoint predicates (Winter, 
2001) or untypical combina(ons (Poortman, 2014)

"The six seals are swimming and surfing"

"The six seals are swimming and wearing hats"

Condi&on 2 Cumula)ve Scen. (disjoint pred.)

Condi&on 3 Cumula)ve Scen. (non-disjoint pred.)

?

Cond. 1HYPOTHESES

2. non-dis. readings are excep&onal

1. non-dis. readings are unexpected

3. non-dis. readings are not 
excep&onal

Cond. 2 Cond. 3

?

Q2. Which readings of VP-
conjunc(on are available? which are 
preferred? which are easier to 
process? 

Q3. How do children and adults 
differ in interpreta&on (availability & 
preference) and processing (delays? 
reanalysis?)  

N-D.I. more difficult for children?

Exp. 
Evidence

DI / NDI

NDI

NDI

Correct Wrong Reject

36%

21%

43%

5%
11%

83%

2%

13%

85%

Cond. 1
Cond. 2
Cond. 3

Correct Wrong Reject

21%18%

61%

10%12%

78%

2%
12%

83%

Cond. 1
Cond. 2
Cond. 3

Offline Results

Cond. 1 = Cond. 2 > Cond. 3

Adults Children

83.4%

13.8%

2.8%

85.9%

11.4%

2.7%

adult child

match mismatch reject match mismatch reject

0.0%

25.0%

50.0%

75.0%

choice

P
er
ce
nt

preference

Adults and children accept distribu&ve interpreta(ons in 
distribu&ve scenarios (Cond. 1) and non-dist. interpreta(on 
in cumula&ve scenarios with disjoint pred. (Cond. 2) at ceiling

They both accept less o:en non-dist. interpreta(ons in 
cumula&ve scenarios with non-disjoint pred. (Cond. 3); 
adults even more so

They both strongly prefer 
distribu(ve readings over non 
dist. ones in Preference Cond.

Online Results

Cond. 1 = Cond. 2 > Cond. 3

METHODS & PARTICIPANTS

Seman(c Choice Task: picture matching task with eyetracking; two scenarios presented simultaneously: ACCEPT one / REJECT both

48 German speaking adultsPar(cipants: Analysis: Generalized Linear Mixed Models 
on par(cipant choices/fixated quadrant

48 German speaking 6-to 10-
year-old children (M=7.8)

adults: Cond. 1 vs. Cond. 3 children: Cond. 1 vs. Cond. 3 Cond. 1: adults vs. children

Cond. 3: adults vs. childrenCond. 2: adults vs. children

DISCUSSION
Q2: non-dis. readings are not 
excep&onal (Hyp 3 > Hyp 1 & 2) nor 
harder to process (see Cond. 2)

Q1&Q2: ini(al interpreta(on determined by seman&c property of 
predicate over visual context (strongest meaning compa(ble with the 
predicate: Cond. 1 & 2 vs. Cond. 3)

Q2: if context does not support an early commitment: revision (Cond. 1 vs. Cond. 3)

Q3: children struggle with revision more than adults (cf. Cond. 3, see Trueswell et al., 1999)

Winter, 2001[2]

Poortman, et al. 2014; Winter, 2001[4]

Heycock & Zamparelli, 2005; 
Krifka, 1990
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